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About This Game

Stay Close is an experimental indie game with unseen and unique gameplay. The story centers on an unfortunate
couple who stumble upon a mysterious town and struggle to find their way out. There are two alternatives to the story

depending if single player or co-op mode is played.

What Would You Do In their Situation?

Players will have the opportunity to:

1. Survive against unsettling creatures in a rough environment.

2. Explore the story with an interesting character who will test your thinking abilities and judge if you're worthy of
proceeding forward.
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3. Protecting your friend and trying to survive in co-op mode.
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Title: Stay Close
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Blind Bird
Publisher:
Blind Bird
Release Date: 14 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10

Processor: Intel i5 2400 (Q1 2011)

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 560 (Q4 2010)

Storage: 3 GB available space

Additional Notes: 64bit Only

English,German
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BEST GAME (help pews destroy t-series it sux). Who wants a space sim where you can only fly ONE ship? On top of being
stuck in one ship, there are STILL a ton of glitches, broken missions, and general nonsense going on in this game. I tried to like
it, but for every good thing I found about it, there were two bad things waiting to be discovered. Man, this is a huge
disappointment after playing the other X games. Seriously, skip this one.. The hardest downside is the price, however, get the
DLC on sale or something and the price tends to be worth it.. Erdogan Simulator 2015. If you grew up in the mid-90s when
Sega Rally Championship was the arcade racer to play then this pack is worth it for the Celica alone. It\u2019s everything I
wanted and more. As with the Quattro S1 E2, the Celica is perfectly suited for tearing around Trento Bondone and
you\u2019ll probably finish with your face aching from the stupid grin you\u2019ve held for minutes on end.

The other cars in the pack are a pleasant bonus. I was hoping for a new laser scanned track in the DLC following Porsche
Pack 3 (as fictional tracks don\u2019t interest me) but you get a lot for your money with the Ready To Race Pack.

Now I\u2019m just hoping the next DLC will deliver a new brand to the AC lineup *cough* Lancia *cough*. <(^_^<). I
want to reccomend this game, but I encountered a game-breaking glitch in the graveyard area with the guillotines. The game
kept crashing everytime i died, but dying is essential for the puzzles here, so I am blocked from completing the game.. Its
beautiful and quite fun. Try it out
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I don't know how this game actually got a remaster considering how niche its genre is, only that it deserves it. Back on the SNES
it was the best gallery shooter ever made, and somehow they made it even better. New levels, new characters with new play
styles, better graphics and sound; it's a fantastic update to an excellent little gem. The one mark off is that it's only local
multiplayer, but by all means, if you've got the setup for that, get this game.

Also it's the absolute best cowboy game because you can lasso giant robot tanks and explode everything ever. Very creepy. No
jump scares.
I highly recommend this - especially for a free game!. it was ok.....but i wouldnt play it again.... An odd little tower defense
game, and one that will certainly not be to everyone's liking, but for those who do enjoy its style, it will work your brain and
entertain for hours.
First the downside. The game has zero personality. The targets are simple colored geometric shapes, each shot removes a 'layer'
dropping down thru the colors until the shape is broken down to the next size, repeat as needed.
A deal breaker for some players, there is no pathing on the maps I have been on, and I will be shocked if it shows up in the other
maps. If they do I will come back and edit the review.
You are also limited to where you can build towers, for which there are about six types, five which I have unlocked. Some
shoot, some have a slowing affect. They seem to upgrade to level three, then stop, with no variety or control over what they
improve into.
Now the upsides, at least for me.
The game is totally three dimensional. The controls take some getting used to, and I have not mastered them by far, but the path
the shapes take go up and under, around and on occasion thru, and learning to find your way around can be challenging.
One way in which the game created variety is the platforms you can build on the build points. (These are in addition to the
previously mentioned turrets) They offer an extension of build points, one offers three, the other five, I believe, though you
cannot build into a spot that blocks the path. What I found really interesting was that you can build a platform on a platform,
with so far no limit, allowing for some really interesting ways to get your guns into useful positions.
One mechanism the game has which I wish more tower-defense games would also use is that you gain resources with every hit,
not every time something dies. I'm not expecting more of a reward, but to get it as a monster progresses seems a better way to
spread out the resources, and avoids the issue of getting no resources if you have done a ton of damage but fail to finish it off.
The final piece of the puzzle that brings me back again and again is that your experience does not vanish when you lose a level.
You do not have to unlock each gun or upgrade each time you play. For now this adds some nice replayability. There are also
five levels of difficulty for each of the six maps.
Yes, it appears to be only six.
One thing to be aware of is how many lives you lose when a shape hits the exit, it appears to be one for every potential color and
shape remaining to that piece, this can be huge, and even on easy the difficulty of the monsters scale much faster than the
potency of your weapons.
 Given that I have only played a few times, I find this game easy to recommend. I got it really cheap, which is always a plus, and
have already gotten my moneys worth. As I explore the game further, I will probably come back here and touch base, but as of
right now, thumbs up!. I really like the concept of A Mars Journey: Redturtle. The graphics are good. The controls are easy
enough, although it made me a bit dizzy a few times (nothing serious though) I enjoyed the missions but overall the game was a
bit short.
It took me about 20 mins to complete. If you like Mars exploration then you'll like this. Looking forward to see more updates
and a continuation of the missions.. Pretty good game with interesting story. Very good combat and cool soundtrack. Pixelart
graphic makes it good looking.. Legendary classic, one of the best tactical shooters of all time, still not topped.
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